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Editorial
Well it’s been a very crazy week, but we hope that ALL SAM
members will help support the Upright Derbyshire FREE breakfast
event. It never ceases to amaze us the ways in which motorcycles
can be designed. In your newsletter this week you can find what
we think might be some very odd designs coming to a showroom
near you. The artistry and ingenuity of customising and building
bikes like cafe racers (see Pipeburn.com) are a joy to see. Did
you know that you can be fined unlimited amounts for breaching
some of the new Highway Code rules, so make sure you know
what they are. Whilst we all know just how good motorcycles are
for the soul, a new study by Oxford Economics has just shown
how important they are to the UK and European economies. The
SAM Club now has a new LinkedIn account. Thank all those SAM
members who linked to our LinkedIn account. If you have
information that you would like us to share, contact Debbie
Fulton. If you have a LinkedIn account, even if you don’t use it
very often, link to your club as it helps to show the social network
is definitely worth joining.
To ensure that anyone interested in SAM activities, the SAM and
Survival Skills newsletters are also on the SAM website; so,
everyone can read, enjoy and share. Until next week…
Stay healthy and ride safe, Ed.
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SAM News

Saturday morning rides are always very popular - come and join us, 9am
every week, at Meadowhall Retail Park Sheffield S9 2YZ… Ride safe!

We are always up for most things that are FREE so let’s support
the
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If you're out & about on your
bike this week, please
consider carrying our Biker
I.C.E. Card. It gives
emergency services staff vital
information about the right
treatment for you, should you
be involved in an accident.
https://iam-sheffield.bike/biker-i-c-e-card/
SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends…

SAM Social Media
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Most drivers want hard
shoulder back on smart
motorways, poll finds
Nearly two thirds of people
want to see hard shoulders
reinstated to stretches of
motorway where they have
been scrapped to allow greater traffic flow, an RAC survey has
found. Read more…
As motorcyclists, we can wear full gear, don
hi-Viz colors, or install “loud pipes”, but our
safety is still at the mercy of drivers. Recent
technological developments like blind-spot
detection certainly help our chances, but fully
aware drivers would go a much longer way
to improving roadway safety. At least that’s
what Australia’s Queensland University of Technology believes it can achieve with the
Ipswich Connected Vehicle Pilot (ICVP). Read more…

UK speeding fines and
penalties: what drivers need to
know - A guide to everything you
need to know about speeding, from
fines to the cameras the police use
There was a time when fixed and
average speed cameras didn’t exist, and the most likely way of
accruing endorsements (now better known as penalty points) on
your licence was to miss seeing the local policeman pointing a
‘speed gun’ at your car as you edged above the posted limit.
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Those days have long since passed, and the rise in digital
technology now means that drivers are faced with a plethora of
different roadside devices. Read more…
OXFORD STUDY SHOWS JUST
HOW BENEFICIAL
MOTORCYCLES ARE - A study by
Oxford Economics is highlighting
how good bikes are, for the
economy, the environment and
the people that ride them. A study carried out by Oxford
Economics (OE) tells the world just how important the powered
two-wheeler market is to the UK and European economy. Read
more…
Competitors and spectators alike are
revving with delight as Leighton Hall’s
popular motorcycle speed hill event
returns, full throttle, for the 6th time to
the sweeping grounds of Leighton Hall at
Carnforth on Sunday 26th September.
Read more…

When you consider the amount of work
motorcycle tyres do and the
responsibility they have, you may
wonder how they cope. The material
they are made of provides the grip that
allows you to lay down large amounts of power and torque, lean
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over at extreme angles at speed, and stop safely with the brakes
applied hard. That grip is the difference between pleasure and
pain and needs to work well in a whole variety of conditions. Read
more…
Drivers could be hit by unlimited
fines if they break new Highway
Code rule. And now those behind
the wheel are told they could face
spending time behind bars if they
don’t get ‘sufficient sleep’. Motorists
now face unlimited fines and even prison time if they break a
rule after a change to the Highway Code. The Highway Code
went through 33 changes last week. Read more…

South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership
It's Friday! How are you?
Got anything nice planned for the
weekend?
If you are travelling, please make sure
you're not distracted. We know life is
busy, but so are our roads.
https://sysrp.co.uk/distractions

Today we are taking our interactive
engagement vehicle around South
Yorkshire.
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We hope drivers will be reminded of the need to leave at least 1.5m when
overtaking cyclists:
sysrp.co.uk/safepass
#ProjectEDWARD
#barnsley
#barnsleyisbrill

#Freshers2021 - They are back!! Just
in time for Fresher's & the return to
college/Uni or work/training placement.
When did you last check your
lights & indicators on your scooter or
motorbike?

Freshers 2021 - Thinking about a scooter or
motorbike to get to college/Uni or
work/training placement? Then check out
our FREE digi mag that takes you through
everything to get started.

https://sysrp.co.uk/17-24/motorcycles_and_scooters

PLEASE SHARE: Can you help our partners
South Yorkshire Police with an appeal into a
hit and run?
https://sysrp.co.uk/News/hitandrun
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Around the motorcycling web
WorldSSP Regulations To Change For
2022 To Include More Models 21st
September 2021. Starting next year,
the FIM Supersport World
Championship will be adding more
models to the list of homologated
motorcycles that participate in the
championship. The Supersport class has acted as the official
support race to WorldSBK since 1999, but the changing landscape
of the middle-weight segment has prompted Dorna and the FIA to
make some…
RPM ACT REINTRODUCED IN
CONGRESS
After receiving more than 1.5
million letters from motorsports
enthusiasts across the country, the
Recognizing the Protection of
Motorsports Act (RPM Act) has been
reintroduced in the U.S. House of
Representatives (H.R. 3281) and U.S. Senate (S. 2736) in the
2021-2022 session of Congress! The RPM Act of 2021 is
common-sense, bi-partisan legislation that guarantees Americans’
right to modify street cars, trucks and motorcycles into dedicated
racing vehicles and ensures the motorsports-parts industry’s
ability to sell products that enable racers to compete. Read
more…
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D.C.'s Lone Girl Motorcyclist
Stormed Loudly To Get Permit
On September 11, 1937 from American
Motorcycle History
On this day, September 11, 1937, The
Washington Post reported that "D.C.'s
Lone Girl Motorcyclist Stormed Loudly
To Get Permit." The girl was Sally
Robinson and after nearly a decade of operating motorcycles
illegally, she decided it was time to get a permit. But even though
the Post makes clear that there were no laws on the books to
support discrimination on the basis of sex, the policeman
administering the test still did not agree. "First he said I was too
little, then he said I was too young," Miss Robinson declaimed
yesterday, malice towards all policemen shining in her eyes. Read
more…
How to remove rust from a chrome
motorcycle. A rusty chrome motorcycle
is never a good look, and if left
unchecked, rust can quickly become a
more serious issue that isn’t easy to
reverse without professional help.
Whether you recently acquired a
second-hand chrome motorcycle that you plan on restoring to its
former glory, you left your chrome motorcycle in a damp garage
for a little too long or you’re getting your bike ready to sell, read
our step-by-step guide to help remove rust from your bike. Read
more…
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A guide to biker slang and
terminology. So you’ve just joined a
motorcycle club after buying your first bike
and you’ve had a rude awakening. We
don’t blame you: there’s plenty of biker
slang that often finds its way into everyday
conversations among bikers. If you’re
feeling a little lost, take a look at our guide to biker slang. Read
more...

Basic bike maintenance tips every new
rider should know When learning to ride there
can be a lot to remember, from your theory test to
your practical riding skills. However there are a few
maintenance procedures that every learner rider
should know before they take their test and
beyond. Here the team at Bikesure provide the
most common maintenance tips that every learner
rider should know before they ask a mechanic or their parents for help. Read more…

Honda Patents Hidden Camera
Tech for Motorcycles
Idea brings safety benefits of a front
sensor without the aesthetic issues.
Honda might pride itself as a
technology leader in motorcycling but
the firm is currently lagging behind
rivals in the fast-moving field of
external sensors that feed onboard safety systems. But that won’t
be the situation for long; we’ve already seen multiple patents
showing the firm is developing front and rear radar systems,
notably for the Gold Wing and Africa Twin, and now another
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patent has emerged revealing a potentially cheaper, simpler
safety aid that could be used on a wider range of bikes. Read
more…
Motorcycle Function and Fashion
Why do our bikes look the way they
do? Equal parts engineering and
style. have written before of how the
functional features of 1950s–'60s
dragbikes, taking root in the imaginations of spectators, took on a
life of their own as the chopper. Dragbikes needed to be long and
low, with lightweight brakeless front ends raked out for
high-speed stability, their engine back against a wide rear tire,
and fuel supplied by the smallest, lightest (peanut) gas tank at
hand. Read more…
Holy moly! Mad-looking British
speed machine hits the track in
high-speed testing. The outlandish
Brit bike that’s targeting the speed
record for electric motorcycles has
hit the track as it undergoes initial
test runs in the UK. White Motorcycle
Concepts unveiled the WMC250EV
back in June, bringing a host of new ideas to the table centred
around a vast aerodynamic duct that slashes the bike’s frontal
area and drag coefficient without resorting to the sort of
low-slung, extended-wheelbase semi-streamliner setup which is
more common on record-setters. Read more...

Piaggio Wins First-Instance
European Patent Infringement Suit
Against Peugeot.Paris – Milan, 20
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September 2021 – The Piaggio Group (PIA.MI) said that, with
rulings issued within a few days of each other, both the Tribunal
Judiciaire of Paris and the Court of Milan had found Peugeot
Motocycles (now owned by an Indian Group) guilty of infringing a
European patent on the technology of the Piaggio MP3
three-wheel scooter with the Peugeot Metropolis model. Read
more…
German eclectic motorbike startup Novus
unveiled its One e-bike prototype at CES 2019 in
Las Vegas, Nevada. Since then, the
Brunswick-based brand has been hard at work,
preparing its lightweight commuter for the
market. Now, with development and testing in the
bag, Novus is opening pre-orders for the Novus
One with units expected to ship in mid-2022. Read more…

PETITION CALLING FOR
MOTORCYCLES TO RETURN TO
BRIGHTON SPEED TRIALS. The
Brighton Speed Trials has been without
bikes since a two-way cycle lane on
Madeira Drive provided diminished grip
levels according to the ACU. The event,
one of the oldest motoring events on the planet, was without ant
two-wheeled participation this year, and it wasn’t COVID-19 or
health scares that prevented it. The ACU deemed that changes to
the surface had made the route unsafe for motorcycles to
compete upon. Read more…
HOW TO GET A HANDLE ON
JUDGING CORNER SPEED ON A
MOTORCYCLE. Corners and
motorcycles go together like nothing
else! But how do you judge how fast
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you ride the corner safely? MOTORCYCLES aren’t really meant for
straight lines, the physics of leaning the bike into a corner and
feeling your bodyweight being pushed into the seat is also all part
of the thrill. Read more…

IAM RoadSmart News
Motorists over the age of 60 intend to
drive for as long as they are safe to do
so, and that the average age they would
consider giving up their licence is 82,
research by IAM RoadSmart has found.
You can read what Dr Carol Hawley,
Author of the report, said here:
https://bit.ly/3lbxZ8a

Warning: Parents and emergency
services are supporting a hard-hitting
new campaign amid an increase in road
deaths in Greater Manchester.
#LimitsSaveLives
https://limitssavelives.co.uk/
What was your favourite thing about
taking the IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Driver Course? We’d love
to hear about your best experience
on the course, or how you use the
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skills you’ve learned, in the comments below.
We’re passionate about making better drivers with our Advanced Driver
Course, and we welcome all drivers aboard, regardless of experience. So if
you're yet to join us as an Advanced Driver, you can start your journey at:
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/advanced-driver

Over 400 accidents could be avoided
each year if people weren't distracted
by their mobile phones

Last chance to enter our Member get
Member competition!
As a member, for every referral you make
you will get entered into our prize draw to
win a £250 Virgin Experience Days Gift
Card. Whether it’s a track day with a
friend who you haven’t seen for a while or
a hot air balloon ride – one to tick off the
bucket list.
The competition ends on 30 September
2021 and the winner will be announced on our Social Media channels and
emailed by 4 October 2021.
New research by IAM
RoadSmart, the UK’s
largest independent road
safety charity, has
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revealed how the ‘green agenda’ is radically influencing driving
attitudes of young people aged 17-24.
The ban of new petrol and diesel vehicle sales from 2030, and the
absence of manual gearboxes in electric vehicles, has prompted
61% of the 1,000 young drivers surveyed to tell IAM RoadSmart
that they plan to apply for an automatic-only driving licence.
Read more…
Heidi Limbert discovered
several passions and
experiences have merged over
the last few years. The main
two being mental health and
motorbikes. As a rider herself she discovered freedom and
tranquillity on a bike, but now has learnt so much more. After
gaining confidence riding and a small spill led her to becoming an
IAM RoadSmart member in 2009, Heidi has gone on to discover a
lot more. Her personal and professional life, passion for wellbeing
and mental health has now led her to combine those areas of her
life and become a driving force for Mental Health Motorbikes.
Bringing together both charities and her work for the benefit of
others. Heidi explains why and how her passions and interests
have forged into a newfound determination to help others and
spread the word and support about mental health, wellbeing, and
the love of riding. Read more...
Want to become a safer rider?
Our Advanced Riding Course can
help. The roads can be a
dangerous place, even for the
most alert and cautious riders.
While you can never be 100%
safe, becoming an advanced
rider will equip you with the skills to correctly anticipate, and plan
for, the hazards you encounter on your rides. Find out more at:
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https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/advanced-rider

Take care and stay safe
Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists
Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152
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Meetings are for club members, observers, associates and ANY
biker interested in taking an advanced rider course. Meetings are
usually for one of these purposes:
● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise
● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test
● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere
● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist
If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Extra bits
●
●
●
●

Next SAM Committee Meeting: TBA
Next SAM Club Night: TBA
Autumn Breakfast Meet: October 2021 - details to follow.
Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
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●

●

●
●

●

●

quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.
Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.
Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things
happening in your club.
IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you
making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!
Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
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groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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